
 

Taking inspiration from Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven 
Cadential and Codetta Ideas 

  

 

Haydn Op. 17 no. 5 mov. 4, 
bb. 44-50 

An energetic codetta idea leading into a cadence in D major. 
 
This is how you would construct a similar passage: 
 

● Write two bars of tonic chord as follows: 
○ semiquaver (or other fast note) arpeggios in first violin 
○ syncopated double stop (or similar energetic rhythm) 

in second violin 
○ repeated quavers in cello and viola 

● Repeat these two bars but change to tonic MINOR (b. 46) 
● Write two bars of an augmented sixth onto the dominant (in 

this case Bb augmented sixth). Keep the quavers going in the 
cello and viola and add an energetic arpeggio in the violin 
ending on the top note of the augmented sixth (in this case 
G# starting in b. 48) 

● Land on the dominant (b. 50) 
 

 

https://youtu.be/aSiG_Wz

9gfw?t=1170 

https://youtu.be/aSiG_Wz9gfw?t=1170
https://youtu.be/aSiG_Wz9gfw?t=1170


 

[cadential and codetta ideas cont.] 

Haydn Op. 17 no. 1 mov. 1, 
bb. 31-34 

Virtuosic codetta semiquavers on the violin leading (later) to a cadence in 
B major. To write something similar: 
 

● sketch out some cadential harmonies (here I6, V, I6, V in the first 
bar) 

● decorate them in the violin with descending scalic ideas 
punctuated by leaps Notice how the violin part always has a note from the 
chord on the beats where there are chords. The rest of the time the only thing 
to make sure is that the notes before and after leaps are part of the chord. 

● write simple chords in the lower chords. Here some rhythmic 
interest is created by the staccato upbeats. 

  

 

https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCa

W6o?t=200  

https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCaW6o?t=200
https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCaW6o?t=200


 

[cadential and codetta ideas cont.] 

  

Haydn Op. 17 no. 1 mov. 4, 
bb. 57-65 

An effective injection of energy into a cadential passage in B major. To 
create something similar: 
 

● Write a few bars of a diminished seventh (here E# from bb. 57-60) 
● Write a few bars of dominant seventh (here V6/5 - first inversion 

dominant seventh in bb. 60-63) 
● Land on I (here on B in 64) 
● Put rising staccato arpeggio quavers in the first violin 
● Accompany with chugging quavers 

 
If you look at the rest of this passage you’ll see it is drawn out further 
before a final perfect cadence in root position on the next page. 
 

 

https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JC

aW6o?t=1656 

https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCaW6o?t=1656
https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCaW6o?t=1656


 

[cadential and codetta ideas cont.] 

  

Mozart Quartet No. 22 (K589) 
mov. 4, b. 7  

The ii6-V-vi (in F major) preparation for the cadence in bars 7-8 is made 
more exciting by the carefully placed semiquaver descending run. The 
cadence then resolves quickly on the last three quavers - ii6-V-I 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/hW6YZ_
AZX80?t=1143  

https://youtu.be/hW6YZ_AZX80?t=1143
https://youtu.be/hW6YZ_AZX80?t=1143


 

[cadential and codetta ideas cont.] 

  

Beethoven Quartet Op. 18 No 1 
mov. 1, b. 210 

Beethoven uses semiquaver scales to give energy to an arrival on the 
dominant. To recreate a similar texture: 
 

● sketch out a simple repeated harmonic progression that works 
over a dominant pedal and (here V-I6/4 in each bar) 

● write a scale or other figuration that fits with the chords 
● repeat this figure (or pass it between instruments as here) while 

the others play the chord sequence 
Note: this one works well because the I6/4 is just on the last 
quaver so there is lots of space for the scale 

 

 

https://youtu.be/GfKZxW
qexuo?t=387 

 

https://youtu.be/GfKZxWqexuo?t=387
https://youtu.be/GfKZxWqexuo?t=387


 

Modulations 

 

  

Beethoven Quartet Op. 18 No 1 
mov. 1, b. 109 

This is as simple as it is bold! Beethoven modulates from C major to the 
unrelated key of A major simply by repeating the last six bars of the 
codetta at the beginning of the development in the new key. Needs a 
strong and emphatic idea and plenty of bravado! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/GfKZxW
qexuo?t=270  

https://youtu.be/GfKZxWqexuo?t=270
https://youtu.be/GfKZxWqexuo?t=270


 

[modulation ideas cont.] 

 

 

Mozart Quartet No. 18 
(K484), mov. 1, b. 16 

This modulation a fancy version of the usual sonata form transition from 
tonic to dominant. To create something similar you need to do the 
following: 

● go straight into tonic minor from the tonic major (here A minor at bar 17) 
● modulate to relative major of tonic minor (lands in C major at  bar 25) 
● slide onto augmented sixth using root of this new key (here C augmented sixth 

at 32) 
● resolve onto dominant of new key (here B as dominant of E at b. 33) 

 

https://youtu.be/QM4ypK
3SZHw?t=121 

https://youtu.be/QM4ypK3SZHw?t=121
https://youtu.be/QM4ypK3SZHw?t=121


 

[modulation ideas cont.] 

Mozart Quartet No 19 (K465) 
mov. 4, b. 83 

A substantial interlude in the flat subdominant is always good value. To 
create something similar to this: 

● cadence in tonic (here in G major at b. 87) 
● slip into the flat subdominant (here Eb at b. 89). Note how Mozart focuses on 

the note D from G major as a leading note into Eb 
● use the flat subdominant as the root of an augmented sixth to get to the 

dominant of the original key (here Eb augmented sixth at b. 100 going onto D at 
101) 

 

https://youtu.be/kcfDxgfH
s64?t=1783  

https://youtu.be/kcfDxgfHs64?t=1783
https://youtu.be/kcfDxgfHs64?t=1783


 

Miscellaneous Interesting Textures 

 

  

Haydn Op. 17 no. 1 mov. 4, 
bb. 43-49 

A simple texture based on an inverted dominant pedal. To recreate it: 
 

● Put in an inverted dominant pedal (here the F# in the second 
violin)  

● write melodies in parallel thirds, sixths or tenths that fit with it 
(cello at violin from bar 43) 

● if you like you can decorated the pedal with sporadic auxiliary 
notes as in bar 45 in the viola 

 

 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCa
W6o?t=1646 

https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCaW6o?t=1646
https://youtu.be/Nfoy0JCaW6o?t=1646


 

[miscellaneous textures cont.] 

  

Haydn Op. 17 no. 2 mov. 1, 
bb. 20-22 

This effective texture is much simpler than it looks. You could construct it 
as follows: 
 

● put an inverted dominant pedal (G) in the first violin 
● write a simple melody that fits with alternating and chords V and I 
● pass it between viola and cello 

 
Now here comes the clever bit. 

● write an accompanying melody that fits above your viola / cello 
one that follows exactly the same rhythm in the second violin 

● finally leave these notes on the first semiquaver of the relevant 
beats but fill all the intervening semiquavers with repeated Gs 
(the same note as a the pedal) 

 

 
           V                 I        V          I       V        I        V          I 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/7UhL1jBnh
zA?t=149 

https://youtu.be/7UhL1jBnhzA?t=149
https://youtu.be/7UhL1jBnhzA?t=149


 

[miscellaneous textures cont.] 

  

Beethoven Quartet Op. 18 No. 5 
mov. 1, b. 119 

Another texture based on an inverted pedal with thirds and sixths against 
it. This combines idea from both the previous examples with simple 
movement against an inverted pedal in 119-120 and then alternating 
harmony notes with a pedal in bar 121 in the second violin. 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/p9n4CpS
YM6o?t=246  

https://youtu.be/p9n4CpSYM6o?t=246
https://youtu.be/p9n4CpSYM6o?t=246


 

 

 

[miscellaneous textures cont.] 

Beethoven Quartet Op. 18 No. 3 
mov. 4,  opening 

A nice way of building up a texture that is here used at the beginning of a 
movement but would also work as a development idea. To create 
something similar follow the steps below: 
 

● start monophonic 
● add a part in thirds (bar 5) 
● add harmonising parts (bar 9) 

 
 

 

https://youtu.be/cB_kijEP
-ks?t=1069  

https://youtu.be/cB_kijEP-ks?t=1069
https://youtu.be/cB_kijEP-ks?t=1069


 

[miscellaneous textures cont.] 

 

  

Beethoven Op. 59 No. 1 mov. 1, 
b. 111 

A texture that contrasts the high and quiet melody in the first violin in b. 
112 and loud triplets in the cello in b. 114. In the middle the second violin 
plays continuous thirds. Note the very simple harmony of just a single 
tonic chord for the first four bars of this idea. 
 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/QQWVlC
ZyrWY?t=168  

https://youtu.be/QQWVlCZyrWY?t=168
https://youtu.be/QQWVlCZyrWY?t=168


 

[miscellaneous textures cont.] 

 

Mozart Quartet No. 22 (K589) 
mov. 4, bb. 40-44 

A common effect in Mozart and Haydn is the immediate repeating of a 
cadential phrase in the minor. Here we have an imperfect cadence in bars 
402-421 in F major followed immediately in bars 422-441 by the same 
melody repeated in the minor, with reduced texture and quieter dynamic. 
It works well here to emphasise the beginning of a new idea in bar 44. 
 

 

https://youtu.be/hW6YZ_
AZX80?t=1205 

https://youtu.be/hW6YZ_AZX80?t=1205
https://youtu.be/hW6YZ_AZX80?t=1205

